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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies a certain form of evidence theory using exponential possibility 
distributions. Because possibility distributions are obtained from an expert knowledge or 
can be identified from given data, a possibility distribution is regarded as a representa- 
tion of evidence in this paper. A rule of combination of evidence is given similar to 
Dempster's rule. Also, the measures of ignorance and fuzziness of evidence are defined 
by a normality factor and the area of a possibility distribution, respectively. These 
definitions are similar to those given by G. Sharer and A. Kaufman et al., respectively. 
Next, marginal and conditional possibilities are discussed from a joint possibility 
distribution, and it is shown that these three definitions are well matched to each other. 
Thus, the posterior possibility is derived from the prior possibility in the same form as 
Bayes' formula. This fact shows the possibility that an information-decision theory can 
be reconstructed from the viewpoint of possibility distributions. Furthermore, linear 
systems whose variables are defined by possibility distributions are discussed. Operations 
of fuzzy vectors defined by multidimensional possibility distributions are well formu- 
lated, using the extension principle of L. A. Zadeh. 
KEYWORDS:  exponential possibility distributions, operations of fuzzy vec- 
tors, combination rule 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of possibility has been proposed by Zadeh [1], where fuzzy 
variables are associated with possibility distributions in the same way as 
random variables are associated with probability distributions. Possibility 
distributions are represented as normal convex fuzzy sets whose paramet- 
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ric representations have the form of L-R fuzzy numbers [2]. L-R fuzzy 
numbers are frequently used in the conditional and conclusion parts of 
fuzzy if-then rules [3]. Thus membership functions of fuzzy sets or L-R 
fuzzy numbers can be explained as possibility distributions. Practical meth- 
ods to determine possibility distributions or membership functions from 
the given data have been studied in [4-8]. In [5] and [7], neural networks 
have been used to determine membership functions form the given data. 
Furthermore, multidimensional possibility distributions of parameters in 
the possibilistic linear regression analysis have been found as the quadratic 
membership functions in [9]. 
The possibility theory has been based on possibility distributions in the 
same way as in the probability theory (see [10]). The possibility measure 
and its dual measure called the necessity measure play an important role 
in establishing the possibility theory [11]. Conditional possibility distribu- 
tions have been defined in different forms in [12, 13]. In [13], the consis- 
tency among joint, conditional and marginal possibility distributions is 
considered. In [12], a conditional possibility is obtained as an interval. 
On the other hand, Dempster [14] introduced upper and low probabili- 
ties that do not satisfy the additivity, and Sharer [15] has interpreted 
Dempster's work as a theory of evidence. The possibility and necessity 
measures are special kinds of belief and plausibility measures discussed in 
[15]. In Dempster-Shafer Theory, the evidence is represented by the basic 
probability assignment, and the combination rule of evidence is discussed. 
This theory is applied to obtain a certainty factor in chaining syllogisms as 
a belief interval associated with the composition of the chained rules [16]. 
Furthermore, several types of uncertainty have been discussed by Klir and 
Folger [17]. 
This paper studies a certain form of evidence theory by exponential 
possibility distributions. Because possibility distributions are obtained from 
an expert knowledge or can be identified from given data, a possibility 
distribution is regarded as a representation of evidence in this paper. A 
rule of combination of evidence is given similar to Dempster's rule [14]. 
Also, the measures of ignorance and fuzziness of evidence are defined by a 
normality factor and the area of a possibility distribution, respectively. The 
measure of ignorance is similar to the weight of conflict by G. Sharer [15], 
and the measure of fuzziness is the same as one defined by Kaufman and 
Gupta [18]. In [18], the measure of fuzziness is called an energy function. 
Next, marginal and conditional possibilities are defined from a joint 
possibility distribution, and it is shown that these three definitions are well 
matched to each other. Thus, the posterior possibility distribution is 
derived from the prior possibility distribution in the same form as Bayes' 
formula. This fact shows the possibility that an information-decision 
theory can be reconstructed from the viewpoint of possibility distributions. 
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Furthermore, linear systems whose variables are defined by possibility 
distributions are discussed. This means that the operation of fuzzy vectors 
defined by multidimensional possibility distributions are well formulated 
using the extension principle of Zadeh [19]. 
The reasons for dealing with exponential possibility distributions can be 
described as follows: (1) this type of possibility distributions is very impor- 
tant in the same way as normal probability distributions are frequently 
used in statistical data analysis; (2) if a conditional part in a fuzzy if-then 
rule is represented by an exponential possibility distribution, this fuzzy 
if-then rule can cover the whole space; and (3) the operations of possibil- 
ity distributions can be easily obtained by matrix operations. 
2. COMBINATION RULE OF POSSIBILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
An exponential possibility distribution is regarded as a representation of
evidence in this paper. An evidence is represented by an exponential 
possibility distribution defined as 
HA(X) = exp{- (x  - a)'DA(x - a)) (1) 
where an evidence is denoted as A, a is a center vector and D A is a 
symmetrical positive definite matrix. The parametric representation of A 
is written as follows. 
A = (a, DA) e (2) 
It should be noted that HA(X) is normal, that is, there is an x such that 
H A (x) = 1. Let us assume that A' is not normal. Thus, A' is given as 
where0<c < 1. 
DEFINITION 1 
defined by 
IIA,(X ) = C exp{--(x -- a)'DA,(X -- a)} (3) 
Let a measure of ignorance of A' denoted as I(A') be 
I (A ' )  = - log  c (4) 
It can be seen from Definition 1 that the possibility distribution given by 
(1) has no ignorance. The possibility distributions expressed by (1) are 
dealt with throughout this paper. Thus, given the evidence A' expressed by 
(3), A' should be normalized to obtain a normal possibility A with I (A),  
ie, 
HA(X ) = HA,(x) /e;  I (A )  = - log  c (5) 
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Thus, it should be noted that the given evidence A' is denoted as HA(x) 
with I(A), where HA(x) is normal. 
DEFINITION 2 Let a measure of fuzziness of A denoted as H(A)  be 
defined by 
Do 
H(A)  = f exp{- (x -a ) tDA(x -a )}dx  (6) 
- -  oo  
The characteristic of an evidence A can be represented as 
{(a, OA)e, I (A ) ,  H(A)} (7) 
THEOREM 1 H(A)  can be written as 
H(  A)  = *r"/2tD~ll 1/2 (8) 
Proof Integrating a normal probability distribution from -o0 to + 0% 
its value is one. Thus, we have 
H( A)  = (2~)n/2[(2DA)-111/2 = ?rn/2lOAl]l/2 (9) 
Let us denote a positive definite matrix D A as D A > 0 and a semi-posi- 
tive definite matrix D A as D A > O. Also, D A > Dn means D A - Dn > 0 
THEOREM2 I f  D A > D B >0,  
H(A)  < H(B)  (10) 
where A = (a, DA) e and B = (b, DB) e. 
Proof If D A > D B > O, IDA[ >_ [Ds[ holds, and also DB 1 >___ 371 holds. 
It follows from this fact that Theorem 2 holds. • 
Let us define a combination rule of possibility distributions from a 
similar view to Dempster's rule [15]. 
DEFINITION 3 Let A1 ~ A 2 denote the combination of possibility distribu- 
tions A 1 = (al, D1) e and A 2 = (a2, D2) e. Then the combination rule is 
defined as 
H(AleA2)( X ) = kIIAl( X ) • IIA2(X ) (11) 
where k is a normalizing factor such that 
max H(AlmA2)(X ) = 1 (12) 
x 
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It is clear from Definition 1 that the measure of ignorance of A 1 • A 2 
is given by 
I(A 1 ~h2)  = log k (13) 
which is similar to the measure of conflict defined by Shafer [15]. I (AI  
A 2) can be regarded as the weight of conflict between A 1 and A 2. 
THEOREM 3 A 1 • A2 can be represented as 
II(AI~A2)(X) 
= exp{- (x -  (D 1 + D2)-I(D1a, + D2a2))t(Dl + D2) 
×(x -  (D 1 + D2)-1(Dlal  + D2a2))) (14) 
A 1 ~A 2 = ( (D  1 +D2)-1(Dlal +D2az) , (D1 + D2))e (15) 
where (14) and (15) show an exponential possibility distribution and a 
parametric representation, respectively. 
Proof The solution of the optimization problem described in the left 
hand side of (12) is obtained as 
x* = (D 1 + D2)-I(Daal + D2a2) (16) 
Substituting x* into (11), we have 
k exp{ -p} = 1 (17) 
where 
p = - (D la  I + Dzaz)t(Di  + Dz)-1(D1a1 + Dza2) + a~Dla 1 + at2Dza2 
(18) 
Thus, we have 
k = exp{ p} (19) 
Substituting k into (11) yields (14). • 
From (19), the measure of ignorance of A 1 * A 2 can be written as 
I( A1 (9A2) = a~Dlal +atzD2a2 
- (D ja  a + Dzaz)t(D1 + Dz)-I(Dlal + Dza2)  (20) 
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Using Theorem 3, we have 
(A 1 (9 AE) (9 A 3 = ((91 + 9 2 + 93)  -1 
X(D1a I +Dza 2 +D3a3) ,D  1 +D 2 +D3)  e (21) 
where A i = (ai, Di)e, i = 1, 2, 3. 
In general, the possibility distribution of A 1 (9 ... (9 A n can be obtained 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4 The combination of  n possibility distributions A i, i = 1 . . . . .  n 
can be represented as the following exponential possibility distribution. 
) hi (9 "'" (gAn = ~-~ D i ~__1Diai , ~ Di (22)  
i=1 i i=1 e 
The measure o f  ignorance of  A 1 (9 ... (9 A ,  is 
I(  A1 (9 ... (9 An)  = a~Dia i - Dia i Di Diai 
i=1 i i i 
(23) 
mathematical induction. It is easy to prove this theorem using the 
Because we have from Definition 1, 
I (A )  = log k >_ 0 (24) 
I (A  1 (9 ... (9 A , )  >__ 0 holds. Thus, we have 
i=1 " )t -1 n _ ~~ alDiai - (i=~lDiai (i~lDi ) (i~__lDiai ) > O (25)  
We have from Theorem 4 
A 1 (9 A 2 (9 h 3 = A 2 (9 A 1 • Z 3 (26) 
I (  A l  (g A 2 (9A3) = I (  A 2 (g A 2 (9A3) (27) 
which show that the combination rule is unaffected by any permutation of 
h i • 
THEOREM 5 The measure of  fuzziness o f  A 1 (9 A z can be written as 
n(hl (9A2)  = Ir"/Zl(D1 + 32) -111/2  (28) 
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and the fol lowing inequality holds: 
H(A  1 • A2) < H(A i ) ,  i = 1,2 (29) 
It is clear that we can prove this theorem from Theorems 1 ~ 3. 
Last let us consider the following special cases. 
i) The case where A i = (a, Di) e, i = 1 . . . . .  r (the same center vectors) 
A~ * "" * A~ = (a, ~ Di ) 
i=1  e 
I (A  1 • "'" ~Ar )  = 0 
H(  A 1 • ... ~ Ar )  = i~=lDi 
ii) The case where A i = (as, D)e, i = 1 . . . . .  r (the same matrices) 
A 1 • ... • A r = a i / r ,  rD 
i e 
I (A t . . . .~Ar ) :  ~ a lDa i -  ~a  i D a i / r  
i=1  i=1 i 
H(A 1 • ""  (3Zr )  = 77" n/2 "r " /2 ID 111/2 (31) 
iii) The case where A i = (a, D)e, i = 1 . . . . .  r (the same possibility distri- 
butions) 
(30) 
A 1 • ... @ A r = (a ,  rO)e 
I (  A I ~ ... ~ Ar )  =0 
H(A  1 • ... (D Ar )  = ~n/2 . r -n /2 lD-1[1 /2  (32) 
In case iii), taking r --, ~, we have lim r _. ~:H(A 1 • ... • A r) = 0. Thus, 
the combined evidence A 1 • ... (3A  r supports the center a without 
ignorance and fuzziness as r ~ ~. This is similar to the law of large 
numbers in the probabil ity theory. 
3. MARGINAL AND CONDITIONAL POSSIBILITY DISTRIBUTION 
Marginal and conditional possibility distributions are defined from the 
given joint possibility distribution. It is shown in this section that these 
definitions are well matched to each other from the viewpoint of the given 
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joint possibility distribution. Marginal and conditional possibility distribu- 
tions are discussed form the viewpoints of ignorance and fuzziness. 
Let the exponential joint possibility distribution on the (n + m) dimen- 
sional space be 
I IA(X,y )=exp - - (x - -a l ,Y - -a2)  IDa2 D22] (x -a l ,y -a2)  (33) 
where x and y are n and m dimensional vectors, respectively, a I and a 2 
are center vectors in n and m dimensional spaces, ie, X and Y, respec- 
tively and the positive definite matrix D A is divided into 4 matrices as 
written in (33). 
DEFINITION 4 The marginal possibility distribution on X is defined by 
HA(x ) = max I IA(X,y ) (34) 
Y 
THEOREM 6 The marginal possibility distribution obtained from the expo- 
nential joint distribution (33) can be represented by 
I~A( X ) : exp{-(x  - a l ) t (  D l l  - D120221D~2)(  x - a l )  } 
= (a l ,  Dll - D12D221D~2)e (35) 
Proof The maximization problem shown in (34) can be reduced to the 
following minimization problem: 
min (x - al)tDl l(X - al) + 2(y - a2)tD~E(X - al) 
Y 
+(y  - a2)tD22(Y - a2) (36) 
The optimal solution y* of (36) is 
y* = -DEE1D]2(x - al) + a 2 (37) 
Substituting (37) into (36) yields (35). Furthermore, (Dll - DI2D221D~2 ) is 
positive definite, because (x ,y) tDA(x,y)> 0 for Vx :~ 0, Vy 4= 0 and 
(Dll - DIED221D~2 ) is derived using y* given by (37) with Vx. Thus, (35) 
is an exponential possibility distribution. • 
Let measures of ignorance and fuzziness with regard to the marginal 
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possibility distribution be IA(x) and HA(x), respectively. Then, we have 
IA(x ) = O, HA(X ) = 7rn/2l(Oll - DI20221D~2)-I[ 1/2 (38) 
DEFINITION 5 Given the joint possibility distribution (33), the conditional 
distribution given y is defined by 
t[D. 
I IA(x ly  ) ---- kexp - (x  - a l ,y  - a~) [ |Dr12 
where k is a normalizing factor such that 
max 7rA(Xly ) = 1 
x 
THEOREM 7 IIA(xIy) can be written as 
Proof 
o,21j ) 
D22/(x - a l ,y  - a2) 
(39) 
(40) 
[ IA(xly ) = exp{--(x + D{11D12(y - a2) - a l ) tDl l  
X (x  + DII1D12(Y - a2) - al) } 
= (a I - Dl l lDI2(Y - a2) , Dll)e (41) 
Let us consider the problem for obtaining a normalizing factor 
k. The maximization problem (40) can be reduced to the following mini- 
mization problem: 
l t min(x - a l ) tD l l (x  - al) + 2(y - a2) D12(x - al) (42) 
x 
The optimal solution of (42) is 
x* = -D~lD12(y - a2) + a I (43) 
By substituting x* into (39) and setting HA(x* lY) = 1, we have 
k = exp{(y - a2)'(D22 - D',2D~,IDI2)(y - a2) } (44) 
Substituting (44) into (39) leads to (41). Because D11 is positive definite, 
(41) is an exponential possibility distribution. • 
In what follows, let us show that the marginal and conditional distribu- 
tions derived from the joint distribution are consistent with each other. 
THEOREM 8 The following relation holds. 
I IA (x Iy ) I IA (y  ) = HA(X , y)  (45) 
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where VIA(xly) and HA(y) are derived from HA(X, y) by Definitions 4 and 
5. 
Proof From Theorem 6, HA(y) can be written as 
HA(y) = exp{- - (y  -- a2)t(D22 - D~2DlllD12)(y - a2)} (46) 
By substituting (41) and (46) into the left hand side of (45), (45) can be 
proved. • 
From Theorem 8, 
HA(XIy ) = IIA(YIX ) " IIA(X)/I-IA(Y ) (47) 
which is just the same as Bayes' theorem. Suppose that IIa(ylx) is a 
possibilistic information system, where x and y are associated with cause 
and effect, respectively. Assuming the prior possibility distribution Ha(x), 
we can calculate the posterior possibility distribution IIA(xly) given y, 
using (47). Thus, we can expect to construct an information-decision 
problem from the viewpoint of possibility. 
DEFINITION 6 Suppose that the joint distribution is given by (33). x and y 
are independent if and only if D12 is a zero matrix. 
Let IA(Xly) and HA(xly) be measures of ignorance and fuzziness with 
regard to the conditional distribution l-Ia(xly), respectively: From (44) and 
(41), we have 
IA( Xly) = (y -- a2)t( D= - O~2DlllOl2)(y - a2) (48) 
HA( Xly ) = 7rn /2 lD l l l l  1/2 (49) 
THEOREM 9 The following inequalities hold: 
H4(xly ) < HA(x ) 
IA(xIy) >-- IA(X) 
(5O)  
(51) 
Proof It is clear that 
-1 t Dll >- Dll - D12D22 Da2 (52) 
Thus, (50) can be proved by using Theorem 2. Also, the equality of (50) 
holds if and only if x and y are independent. I  is easy to prove (51). • 
It can be seen from Theorem 9 that the conditional possibility is less 
fuzzy than the marginal possibility, but the conditional possibility has some 
amount of ignorance, ie, IA(xly) > 0 in spite of In(x) = O. 
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THEOREM 10 Letting HA(X, y) be the measure of fuzziness of the joint 
distribution Ha(X, y ), we have 
H~(x, y) < H(x)  .H(y )  (53) 
Proof HA(x, y) can be calculated as follows: 
Dll Dr21 1/2 
H(x ,y )  = 1r (n+")/2 
Otl2 D22 
= 7r("+m)/2[lD,ll-llD22 - D',2D(llD121-t] 1/2 
< 7r(n+m)/2[ lDl l  _ Dt12Dll lD121-11D22 - Dt l2DI I IDI2I -1]  1/2 
= H(x) .  H(y)  (54) 
The equality holds if and only if x and y are independent. • 
DEFINmON 7 Lel I I (xlyl  . . . . .  Yr) be the conditional possibility distribu- 
tion given information Yl . . . . .  Yr. Then, the conditional possibility distribu- 
lion is defined by 
I I (x ly l  . . . . .  Yr) = k l I (x lY l ) ' "  l-I(XlYr) (55) 
where k is a norrnalizing factor such that II(xlYl . . . . .  Yr) = 1. 
THEOREM 11 I I (xlyl ,  Y2) can be expressed by 
I I (x ly l ,y2) = (al + D111D12(a2 - (Yl +Y2)/2),2D11)e (56) 
Also, letting I(xlyl, Y2) be the measure of ignormance of I I (xlyl ,  Y2), we 
have 
I(xIYl,  Y2) = (Yl - y2)tOt12DlllO12(Yl - Y2)/2 (57) 
Proof  (56) can be obtained by using Theorems 3 and 7. From (23), 
I (x ly l ,  Yz) 
= (a 1 - D?11D12(yl - az))tDH(al - D(11D12(Yl - a2) ) 
+(a 1 - D{11D~z(yl - a2))tDH(al - D{jlD12(Yl - a2)) 
- (2Da la i  - D12(Yl +Y2 - 2az))t (2D11) -1 
× (2D11al - D12(Yx + Y2 - -  2a2))  (58) 
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After simple calculations, (58) becomes (57). • 
It can be seen from (57) that the measure of ignormance is related to 
the norm Ilyl - yzll. In general, the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 12 II(XlYl . . . . .  Yr) is normal and it can be represented by 
1-I(X[Yl . . . . .  Yr) = (a l -D I I1D I2  i (Y i -a2) / r ,  rD11 ) (59) 
i=1  e 
Furthermore, 




(59) can be derived from Theorems 3 and 7. Uisng (23), we have 
I (x lY l  . . . . .  Yr)=~'~z~Czi-(~-~zi)tc(~=lZi)//ri=l i=1  i (61) 
C = D~2D111D12 
zi = Yi - a2, i = l . . . . .  r 
(61) can be rewritten as 
I(XJyl . . . . .  Yr) = (i~<j(Zi -- 
Thus, (60) holds. 
(62) 
(63) 
Suppose that we are given Yl "'" Yl that are r times Yl. Then, we have 
I I (xlyl  . . . . .  Yl) = (al - Dl11D12(Yl - a2), rDll)e (65) 
and I (x lY l , . . . ,  Yl) = 0. Also we have 
H(X lY l  . . . . .  Yl) = 7rn/2" r -n /2 lDl l [  1/2 (66) 
It can be understood from the above fact that x can be estimated as 
a 1 - D{11D~2(yl - a z) without ignorance and fuzziness, where r -o oo. This 
is also similar to the law of large numbers in the probability theory. 
DEFINITION 8 Let a possibility distribution HA(X) = (a, D A)e and a fuzzy 
event tzs( x ) = ( b, Ds)  e be given. The possibility measure denoted as HA(B) 
z j ) tC(z i  - zj)} / r  (64) 
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is defined by 
HA(B ) = max II,4(x ) • izs(x ) (67) 
x 
It should be noted that the possibility measure is defined by the product 
operator instead of the minimum operator [1]. 
THEOREM 13 HA(B) can be represented as 
HA(B ) = exp{(DAa + DBb)t(DA + DB) -1 
×(DAa + DBb ) - atDA a -- btDnb} (68) 
Using (18), we can see that (68) holds. The possibility measure can be 
easily obtained by matrix operations. 
4. LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH POSSIBILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
The possibilistic linear systems with exponential distributions are de- 
fined by the following extension principle. 
DEFINITION 9 Let f :X  × Y ~ Z be a vector function. Given exponential 
possibility distributions HA(X) and l-In(y) on X and Y, respectively, the 
possibility distribution I-If(A, B)( z ) on Z is defined as 
II/(A,B)(Z ) = max HA(X) "fiB(Y) (69) 
{x, yJz =f(x, y)} 
Suppose that a linear vector function is given as 
y = Tx (70) 
where T is an m × n matrix, n > m and rank[T] = m. The possibility 
distribution derived from an exponential possibility distribution HA(X) = 
(a, DA) e by (70) is denoted as HrA(y) that can be written as 
HrA(y ) = max exp{--(x -- a)tDA(x -- a)} (71) 
{xly = Tx} 
In other words, when a fuzzy vector A instead of x is applied to (70), the 
fuzzy output vector Y is denoted as 
Y = TA (72) 
where the possibility distribution of Y is regarded as HTA(y). 
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THEOREM 14 IIrA(y) can be represented by 
l-IrA(y ) =exp( - (y -  Za)t(ZOA1Zt)- l (y - Ta)) = (Za,(ZOA1Zt)-l)e 
(73) 
Proof The maximization problem (71) is equivalent to the minimiza- 
tion problem of the Lagrangian function: 
Z(x ,k )  = (x  - a ) tOA(X  -- a)  + k t (y  - Zx)  (74) 
where k is a Lagrangian multiplier vector. The optimal solution minimiz- 
ing (74) is 
x* = a - D A 1Tt (TDA 1Tt)-l(Ta - y )  (75) 
By substituting x* into (71), (73) can be obtained. Because (TDA 1Tt) -1 is 
positive definite, l i rA (Y )  is also an exponential possibility distribution. • 
Suppose that 
z = x + y (76) 
and HA(X) and liB(Y) are given. Using the notation like (72), we consider 
the sum of fuzzy vectors, ie, A + B. From Definition 9, 1-IA+B(Z) can be 
written as 
HA+B(Z ) = max 
{x,ylz=x+y} 
exp{-(x - a) tDA(X  -- a)  -- (y  -- b ) 'Da(y  - b)} 
(77) 
where HA(x) = (a, DA) e and liB(y) = (b, DB) e 
THEOREM 15 HA+B(Z) can be represented by 
IIA+8(z ) =exp( - - ( z - -a  -b ) t (D~ 1 + D~l ) - l ( z -a  -b )}  
= (a + b , (DA 1 + D~l)- l )e (78) 
Proof The optimization problem (77) leads to the problem for minimiz- 
ing the following Lagrangian function: 
L(x ,  y ,k )  = (x  - a ) tDA(x  - a)  + (y  - b ) 'DB(y  - b )  + k t (z  - x - y )  
(79) 
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Given a vector z, the optimal solutions x* and y* that minimize (79) are 
as follows: 
x* = a - DA I (D21 + D~l) - l (a  + b -- z) (80) 
y* = b - DB I (DA 1 + DB1) - I (a  + b - z) (81) 
By substituting x* and y* into (77), (78) can be obtained. Because 
(DA 1 + D~I) -1 is positive definite, 1-IA +~(Z) is an exponential possibility 
distribution. • 
It follows from Theorem 15 that the sum of exponential possibility 
distributions becomes an exponential possibility distribution. Thus, Theo- 
rem 15 is analogous to one in the normal probability case. Because (78) 
can be interpreted as the sum of fuzzy vectors, ie, A + B, operations of 
fuzzy vectors are well-defined as matrix operations. For the simple case 
AA, we have 
AA = (Aa, t~-2DA)e (82) 
where X is a real number. 
Suppose that 
A + B = C (83) 
and that A and C are given, but B is unknown, where A = (a, DA) e and 
B = (b, DB)  e. Then B can be obtained from Theorem 15 as 
b = c - a ,D  B = (Dc  I -- DA1)  -1 (84) 
which means that the unknown fuzzy vector B can be identified by 
conventional vector and matrix operations. It is easy to obtain I (A  + B)  
= 0 and H(A)  < H(A  + B).  
Last, let us consider a conventional linear system 
y = TlX 1 + .. . -~-Tmxm (85) 
When fuzzy vectors A i = (ai, Di )  e i = 1 . . . . .  n instead of x i, are applied to 
(85), the fuzzy linear system is denoted by 
Y= T1A 1 + ... + TmA m (86) 
where T/ is an m × n matrix and rank[T/] = m, i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
THEOREM 16 The possibility distribution l-Iv(y) defined by (86) can be 
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-1  
The proof can be done by using Theorems 14 and 15. 
THEOREM 17 Let the measure of fuzziness of IIrA( y) in (73) be HrA( y) 
and T be a non-singular n × n matrix. We have 
Hn4(x ) = I~HA(X ) (88) 
HrA(X) = 7rn/2lTD~lTtll/2 = ~rn/2lO~ll 1/2 1~ 
= [~n4(x)  
Proof 
From Theorem 17, we have 
< 
HTA(X ) > HA(x); 
and also we have in the case of T = A 
(89) 
-1  _< ITI ~ 1 
otherwise (90) 
H~A(X ) = ~YgHA(x ) (91) 
We have 
HA+n(x) > HA(X) (92) 
THEOREM 18 
which means that fuzziness of HA+B(X) is larger than that of HA(x). 
The proof of this theorem is omitted, because it is easy to obtain this 
theorem using Theorem 15. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We sketched an evidence theory based on exponential possibility distri- 
butions on a multidimensional space. The combination rule and marginal 
and conditional possibilities were well defined and could be calculated by 
matrix operations. It was shown from these definitions that an informa- 
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tion-decision theory might be constructed with the view of possibility 
distributions. Because multidimensional possibility distributions can be 
considered as fuzzy vectors, arithmetic operations of fuzzy vectors were 
given in the matrix calculations. The proposed evidence theory will be 
applied to the data analysis, as shown in the fuzzy linear regression 
analysis [9]. 
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